Most of the traditional digital implemented systems uses fixed point or floating point for representing and processing data. An alternative approach is to represent data as random bits that are distributed along the sequence. To be precise, stochastic logic can be considered as a solution for hardware size for application that consume physical area like neural networks as it uses logic gates to implement complex operations and its inherits resistance to bit flips noise. To avoid some of the problems that this type of processing suffers from, a combination of stochastic logic and classical logic (fixed point) is used to implement a neural networks (Fully connected feed-forwards) that is characterized by FPGA large size consuming. The stochastic logic is utilized have to implement part of the multiplication operations in the hidden layers of network and LFSR is used as a random generator for conversion of weights and activation functions outputs. The hardware utilization of Spartan 3E-500K FPGA results are compared with another network of the same size. A discussion of some of the issues that related to this methodology faces is also presented.
1-Introduction
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are traditionally implemented using software tools such as MATLAB, the hardware implementations take the advantage of the inherent parallelism of ANNs and also are much more faster if compared with software solutions, also desirable that the circuits involved in the implementation of ANN must be as small as possible in order to increase the number of elements that can be built in a single chip [1] , Also increased scaling of semiconductor devices, soft errors in the logic circuits caused by ionizing radiation are a major concern, particularly for circuits operating in harsh environments such as space. Existing fault tolerance methods militate against bit-flips with system-level techniques, such as error-correcting codes and modular redundancy. The stochastic approach, in contrast, naturally tolerates bit errors due to its probabilistic information encoding [2] .There are few works on stochastic logic related to neural network, the most impressive work was in [3] where the authors describe for first time the state machine to implement linear and nonlinear function, In Peng Li and et [4] proposed a methodology to implement the non-linear activation function of neurons.Da Zhang and HuiLi [5] applies stochastic theory to the design and implementation of field-oriented control of an induction motor drive using a (FPGA) device and integrated neural network (NN) algorithms.
Thispaper is divided into three sections: section one describes the basic principles of stochastic logic, section two shows the simulation results of some elements and hybrid neural models and finally section three will illustrate the hardware results.
2-Stochastic logic
Stochastic computing is another type of representation that is different from traditional representation like fixed and floating point. Ganines [6] proposed this representation where the real number is converted to a stream of redundant bits that is distributed along the streams. The number of set value of these bits is direct relation and this depends on range. Each range has a link with a coding approach for example if the range [0, 1] or unipolar exactly the stochastic number p = x where x is normal number. So if x=0 the entire stream with bit set to zero, if x=0.5 then half of the bit in stream will be set to one and randomly distributed, for bipolar representation [-1, 1] the p random variable of all bits will be set if x=1 and so on. This representation allows the use of the simple logic gate to implement a complex mathematic element such as adder, multiplier and other elements. Figure (1) shows some of the combinational elements that can be used with such special type of representation.
P(C)= P(A)+P(B)-P(A)P(B)
P(C)= P(A)P(B)P(C) = P(S) P (B) + (1-P(S)) P (A)
3-Simulation results of stochastic elements and proposed neural network
Simulations have been made using a Lab View program for most combinational stochastic elements that can be used by artificial neural networks while comparing them with the double precision floating point representation results which may be considered as optimal results for the majority of the systems. The comparisons are used to see the degree of validity of the theory of random and the possibility of finding the best use of such theory. Also, intentionally, two types of random generator have been used, the embedded Lab View random number and Fibonacci LFSRs that is built to see the effect of the random fluctuation error and the correlation while investigating their its effect on the response of the stochastic components. Finally, the goal is to find the best neural models that can be implemented on a physical entity that is suitable for many applications.
The general style of the multiplication operation in the random logic is illustrated in Figure ( 2).a, where the constant has a value equal to 2 and multiplied by the variable and that change from -1 to 1 with delta=0.01.Also, the streams of random numbers is generated using LFSR and has a 3CC6H as initial seed.In addition for the variable, there are two registers for delay with 00 as initial value for input variable and this delay register is inserted to reduce the correlation due to that different bits will be generated .
The result of multiplication is shown in Figure ( 2).b, the correlation effect appears clear where there is a massive error. The delaying register fails to remove the correlation. In addition, this method was not feasible due to an added extra digital and thus depleting the amount of physical entity, A second method is introduced which is based on building another random engine. Figure ( 3) demonstrates the results of the same experiment but with two 14 bits random engine; the first has an initial seed equal to 3cc6h and the second has a seed equal to 0279h. These two values have been carefully chosen and are practical. Accordingly the correlation effect has been reduced and almost totally removed. Despite that this method adds extra digital logic, this method is preferable because the generator is simply just only a collection of D flip-flops with some XOR gate, so this method will be followed in reading all other elements. For the addition operation, the result for OR gate can be seen in Figure (4) .a, using Lab View random generator for each input. As noted, the element is able to produce the correct output at a small value of input variables, after that the OR gate no longer cannot be used as an adder operator due to effect of saturation and increase in the value of p*q (where p and q are represent inputs value).
The addition with scaling results are shown in Figure (4) .b,where the two inputs change from-1 to 1 with delta=0.001 between each iteration. Also, the selector is achieved using a counter that flips each time between 0 and 1 and thus provides a probability with 0.5 value for each given input. Finally the element will generate an output with a probability which is a scaled sum of the input probabilities. It should be noted that the shift operation can solve the problem and thus increase the number range of the specific system.
In addition to mathematical operations, the second important task is the generation of complex nonlinear activation functions. For a small number of neurons, the look-uptableor piece wise approximation can be used but for a large number of neurons, a stochastic approximation can be used. The tanh(x) function can be easily generated either by statemachine [4] or count-comparator [7] methods and both cases have a scalar factor.
Figure (5) illustrates the experimental results of the stochastic tanh(x) function for different value of N (where N is the number of states that has been used). Note that 14 bit LFSR has been used for bipolar randomization process with 0803h as a seed. Bends are apparent and can be seen on the function curves clearly in Figure (5) . The reason for that is the random number generator correlates between adjusting bits which is just a shift and thus correlation is obtained in the entire generated numbers. If the Lab View random generator is used instead of 16383 bits length.The graph of the generated functions is shown in Figure (6 ) for different N. Figure (7) illustrates the results of applying 64535 iteration. The fluctuation effect is abolished approximately, also it is necessary to note that the error has a small difference in each time the simulation process occurs due to that the random generator has a function that changes its initial seed and thus the stream of number and eventually all the numbers generated sequence changes and changes. 
Figure (9): stanh (input) versus tanh (4*input).
For count-comparator method, the graph of the stochastic hyperbolic function with typical hyperbolic is illustrated in Figure (10) .The stanh(x) function has charted under the Lab View random generator with 16383 cycle. Also, this activation function is evaluated when the gain is 41 and scalar value for input is equal to6.
Figure (10): stanh(x) versus tanh (6*input).
Motivated by obtained results, and back to the main target: how to synthesize feed forward fully connected neural networks models based on stochastic logic or rather how to build a network on a silicon chip that consumes less space with a certain percentage compared with the conventional approach having the same size and type with the survival of performance within acceptable limits, two scenario can be can be taken into consideration as follows:
Scenario one:
The neural network consist of three main components multiplication, addition and activation function. These components can be applied by stochastic approach. Thegeneral characteristics of this model can be specified as follows: 1-High fault tolerance. 2-Resolution can be changed without re-designing the system, 3-The simple hardware implementation allows high clock rate.
The disadvantage includes that the correlation effect is very high, multiple random generator can be used for each or group of weight for solving this issue, but this is very expensive in terms of hardware as neural may have thousands of weights. This model can be used in simple applications with low accuracy.
Scenario two:
In this scenario hybrid model is used. That is a model that consist of some elements of stochastic logic and other elements based on fixed point logic. Two sub-models can be built. The block diagram illustrated in Figure ( The most undesirable property of this sub-model is thatit is high time consuming model. From Figure (12) ,it can be seen that the first multiplication process needs t1 Stochastic Delay (SD) and after the addition operation, it isnoted that the stanh(x) function and the multiplication also need approximately t2 stochastic delay. Thus,the total delay in this case will be t1+t2+€, where € is a small conventional delay related to the addition operation and can be neglected.Another issue related to this model is appeared during simulation that make the increase in the correlation effect that is caused by the state machine element where the output stream bits may not consist many ones or zeros that are not randomly distributed along the bit stream. This will affect,to a certain extent,the next stage which is the multiplication process. It is very important to note that the error curve cannot calculated in this model due to that the error will change every time the weights and biases is changed.
The second sub-model utilizes the multiplication process in stochastic manner only in hidden network layers since this area of the network isthe space physical entity is highly consumed. Other elements are also built in the conventional way. To validate the comparison response, a fully connected network 1-6-6-1 that contains four layer is built, the multiplications between second and third layer contain the most percentage of multiplier where 36 multipliers representing 75% of the total number are utilized. The weights coefficients are adjustment to have values equal to 1 without any biases with. tanh (x) is as activation function. The results obtained are shown in Figure (13) and the average error for this case=0.000948163 for 40 evaluated points, this indicate that a small errors has been happened. 
4-Hardware results of the proposed neural network
This section presents a prototype reconfigurable architecture for implementing hybrid NNs on FPGA. From previous simulating analysis, it can be concluded that second sub-model of scenario two gives the best result compared with the other model. So this sub-model adopted. Figure (14) shows the general design. The complete structure of neuron shown in Figure( All neurons have logsigmoid activations except the output neuron which only a linear activation.
Second order approximation has been used for log-sigmoid. It structural block diagram is shown in Figure (16 ).Its comparison with ideal case is shown in Figure (17) . The neural multipliers appear with less complexity. The control unit consists of counter and comparators. It is responsible for maintaining the overall timing synchronization as each random generator engine and bit stream counter need both a reset and enable signal that must operate at specific time. These signals has been chosen during the synthesis stage as base on the fact that each layer needs number of cycles to propagate data through it. The synthesis report from ISE 14.1 is shown in Table 1 . The network contains 50 multipliers, 20 of them are the embedded multipliers that available on the chip. The reduction ratio in the Slices about 23%. To get exact hardware utilization with stochastic logic multipliers vs. fixed point multipliers, single neuron has been used, then we increase the number of inputs from 8 up to 512 and at each increase we After all designing parts of hybrid neural, the normal network is trained offline by BP algorithm using Matlab software and the weights and biases that are obtained are moved to RAM and the network is then tested. The result obtained from ISE simulation is shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 x and y are the training data with Ɵ as the target. After the training, Ɵ is estimated in Matlab, Table 2 indicates comparable values to Ɵ that are obtained from ISE simulation. The error between Matlab and ISE values have many sources: 1-Limited resolution has been used, for inputs(x, y) 8 bits , 14 bits for hidden layersand 16 bits fixed point for output layer. 2-Correlation effect between streams of bit. 3-Quantization error has been removed by using LSFR that converts approximately all possible output values of activation function and weights during conversion process. 4-Error dueto limit bits stream length at the output of the multiplication, so there will be a round approximation for each value. 5-Errors due to use of approximation of log-sigmoid functions.
5-Conclusion
This paper has discussed the basic view of probability representation, while developing an efficient approach for exploiting this representation of numbers in ANNs to reduce area and circumvents the problem of correlation that leads to low accuracy results. An approach simple and high redundant (due to using LFSR random generator).Number conversion from binary radix domain to probabilistic domain has been applied and complex arithmetic adders and multipliers implementation become realized in hardware by simple gates. The stochastic implementations of complex functions as tanh has been obtained with low hardware resources. Using a state machine that is based on markov theory or count comparator, all previous features become stochastic logic suitable for FPGA. Future work can be directed to use state machine to generate other functions and exploit this approach in suitable applications. Certain algorithms such testing stochastic computing in noisy environment. Using it in image processing, measure the power consumed, all can also be adopted. 
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